5 June 2017
Prof. Nili Cohen
President
Israel Academy of Sciences and Humanities
Jerusalem, Israel
Dear Prof. Cohen:
RE: unique mission needs conditions
I am an Israeli citizen, an independent researcher, PhD, currently a pensioner, 81. As a result of my
almost 30-year-long independent research, that I started in Russia late in the 60s and since 1992
have proceeded with in Israel and abroad, I have done the following:
(1) reformed modern Theoretical Physics;
(2) discovered the true interpretation of the Systems Theory, actually the Philosophy of Science;
(3) worked out the General Methodology of reforming modern science including humanities.
Those results amount, in my opinion, to a turning point in the history of science and civilization.
They are the more important that the crisis of modern science is underlying the present general
ideological crisis now threatening the very existence of humankind. So my current mission is to
proceed with the reform of science, which needs a broad international support.
Seeking the above support, I have applied to numerous universities and conferences in Israel and
Europe but in vain. The main reasons for that failure are the monstrous corruption of modern
scientific institutions, my independent status and the activity of Russian agents who, since my
immigration in Israel, have been waging an omnipresent secret war against me, undermining my
living conditions and isolating me from the scientific community. At present I have been living in
Haifa, in a hostel controlled thoroughly by former KGB agents, who, in particular, steal my works
and documents, block and intercept all my correspondence including internationally important
messages. Now they are planning to deprive me of my current housing at all, given its substandard
security status. I have several times applied to the government and the Knesset asking assistance in
this regard but in vain.
In this connection, taking into account the suggested international importance of my works and
mission and, in particular, their special importance for the destiny of the Jewish people, as well as
the almost soviet-camp type of my current hostel, would you please consider an opportunity to
provide me with the proper living and working conditions in Israel, Europe or, perhaps, the USA.
Please see more information in the relevant online papers enclosed.
Yours sincerely,
Igor Makarov, PhD (ID 310295142)
Member of the IPS and the EPS
Reform Science Center (www.reformscience.org)
51/512 Hativat Carmeli, Haifa 32629
Tel/fax. 04-822 1997; phone: 0547 856 170
Email: info@reformscience.org; reformach110@gmail.com
Enclosure:
Abstract of my research: http://kvisit.com/SgfD0Aw;
My relevant works: http://kvisit.com/SidnFAw ;
My CV: http://kvisit.com/SlZHRAQ;
My photo: http://kvisit.com/SmsbzAw;
To Speaker of the Knesset: http://kvisit.com/S-6WpAw;
UN Appeal: http://kvisit.com/SiuDbAw.

